Year 5 Autumn, Geography and History

The Golden Age
(Ancient Islamic Civilization) contrast to British history)

Working towards ...making own books.

The Islamic Golden Age was a period of cultural, economic and scientific flourishing in the history of Islam, traditionally dated from the 8th to the 14th century. Achievements in medicine, science, mathematics and geography by the Islamic civilization dominated most of the Mediterranean after the decline of the Roman Empire. These achievements were introduced
into Western Europe as a result of the Muslim conquests, Crusades and trade, influencing the European Renaissance. This
topic looks at the history of ancient Islamic civilisation, including the development and maintenance of global trade networks, the history of intellectual and philosophical thought and comparing it to what was going on in western Europe at
around the same time.

Prior Learning (skills and knowledge)

Key vocabulary to be taught/embedded

Previously, Chn have …
• Mapped UK countries and continents of the world.
• Learnt about other ancient civilizations (Ancient Egyptians Y3, Ancient Greece Y4 and Romans Y4)
• Put historical events on a timeline
• Used artefacts to learn about the past (Toys Y1 history)

General historical: dates, era, change, continuity, century,
chronology, civilizations, ancient, century, historical sources,
time period. and legacy.
Primary and secondary sources of evidence.

They have learnt about…
• Travel and exploration (Y1 and Y2 humanities )
• Farming in the UK (Y2 geography/science and Y3 StoneIron Age)

Key content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce AD900 in Britain (Anglo-Saxons)
How Baghdad was created as a city and why
What was life like and the development of Baghdad
The purpose of the river
Religion and culture
Buildings and why they were constructed that way
Why was Baghdad strong and successful?
The fall of Baghdad and cause for this (1258)
Look at 1258 in Britain (Henry III rule/Magna Carta
Islamic Art in this time period
Trade and the silk road, and spice routes, mapping
Learning/Medicine
• Explore the legacy that we enjoy today i.e. words in use
today, calligraphy, learning and medicine.

Linked Texts
Arabian Nights
Non Fiction books about ancient Islam

Essential skills
This time Chn will …
•Name and locate parts of the Middle East identifying
patterns (land use, climate zones, population and height
of land.)
•Describe and understand key aspects of it’s physical
geography ( as above) and human geography, including:
land use, economic activity including trade links, and the
distribution of natural resources including energy, food,
minerals, and water supplies.
•Use a range of geographical resources to give detailed
descriptions and opinions of the characteristic features of
a location.
• Describe the characteristic features of the
past, including ideas, beliefs, attitudes and experiences
• Describe the social, ethnic, cultural or religious diversity
of past society
• Compare some of the times studied with those of the
other areas of interest around the world
• Give a broad overview of life in Britain from medieval
until the Tudor and Stuarts times
• Use dates and terms accurately in describing events
• Use appropriate historical vocabulary to communicate
• Use literacy, numeracy and computing skills to
an exceptional standard in order to communicate information about the past.
• Use sources of evidence to deduce information about
the past

